
1. EIS - NMFS role and response: 
 -- Cathy: Don’t open, don’t review, don’t put in admin record, don’t respond
 -- Talk to Chris about it
2. Peer Review Prep: 
    Draft questions: Task for week of 4/8
    ID sections to provide: Task for week of 4/8
    ID pre-materials
3. Analytical Approach: High priority for Cathy to finish by 4/15. Revise and send back to


reviewers by 4/8 or 4/9
    3a. Climate change analysis: What do we do with Nate’s memo? Cathy can draft a strawman


proposal to show Maria and Chris
    3b. Consultation approach/programmatic: Define programmatic, say that the effects section


will specify. If time available, add table in each division effects section identifying which

actions are site-specific and which are programmatic. Add a table in the ITS specifying

the same so we’re explicit about what we’re not exempting take.

4. Adaptive Management: Placeholder in the analytical approach
 Howard to work on it on 4/10 and 4/11
5. Initiation Memo: Garwin’s ETA 4/15 to complete, to incorporate final revised BA
6. Proposed Action: In flux as we await more revisions. Garwin to finalize as best as we can,


send through clearance with the placeholders, then resend when the placeholders are

resolved.

7. Stressor Intros: Effects sections drafted without complete stressor intros. May need new ones.

Stephen and Kate can work on.

8. Review of Effects Analysis Sections:
          Shasta: Garwin 
          Clear Creek: Brittany Garwin
          Feather River: Garwin
          American River: Garwin
          Stanislaus River: Garwin
          Delta: Garwin, Cathy
    8a. SRKW Concern: Resolved
    8b. LCM Drafting: Cathy to draft LCM section in the effects section
9. I&S Drafting
    9a. Roles: Brian and Joe, shift Barb out of it and move her in to ITS
    9b. Check-ins? Check-in meeting with Brian and Joe at 9 a.m. on Monday
    9c. Recovery I&S: Shift from Barb to Brian and Joe
10. ITS: Barb and Brittany. 9:30 a.m. mtg on Monday. Use OCAP 2009 and CWF
11. Document Production: Delta tables and figures at the end of the section
12. Sections to "release" on 4/15: Analytical approach, proposed action
  Talk to Maria about what to distribute
13. Schedule meeting dates

Questions for Chris:
-- Should the EIS be in our admin record? We got it, but aren’t looking at it. Should we respond


to Reclamation indicating that we’re not looking at it?
-- Should hatcheries be I&I?


